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curvature boundary term. We emphasize that our construction does not require any boundary

conditions on off-shell fields. This gives a significant improvement over the existing orbifold

supergravity tensor calculus.
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1. Introduction

Supersymmetry (susy) and supergravity (sugra) were first formulated in the 1970’s as field

theories in x-space (the x-space or component approach). A tensor calculus for 4D N = 1

rigid susy, with Poincaré or conformal symmetries, was developed by Julius Wess and Bruno

Zumino in their pioneering work [1]. For local susy (sugra), a tensor calculus for 4D N = 1

models was obtained in [2, 3]. At the same time, the superspace approach of Salam and

Strathdee [4] was extended to supergravity by Wess and Zumino [5] and was shown to be

equivalent to the x-space tensor calculus approach [6]. Both approaches have been used since,

and each has its own virtues.
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In all these studies, boundary effects were mostly ignored and various total derivatives

were simply dropped. Already in the x-space approach, one calls a Lagrangian supersymmet-

ric if its susy variation is a total derivative. In superspace, manipulations with susy-covariant

derivatives Dα often produce total x-space derivatives which are again discarded under the

x-space integration. One cannot do so in the presence of boundaries in x-space, which is why

the superspace and tensor calculus approaches are not obviously extendable to a manifold

with boundary.

Susy models in the presence of x-space boundaries have been studied before. Boundary

terms for open fermionic strings [7] and the Casimir effect in 4D susy theories [8] were among

the first considered. (For a flavor of other models discussed over the years, see [9].) Already

in [7] it was argued that one needs boundary conditions (BC) to maintain (at least part of)

susy in the presence of a boundary, and that the BC must, in turn, be left invariant under

susy transformations (that is, form a “susy orbit” [10]). This approach, which we will call

“susy with BC,” was used in most works on susy in the presence of boundaries.

In a recent analysis of [10, 11], the BC required by the Euler-Lagrange variational princi-

ple, were considered together with the BC needed to maintain susy of the actions. The orbit

of all BC was constructed, and the functional space of off-shell fields was defined by the set

of all constraints. Here we take a completely opposite point of view: we develop an approach

to rigid and local susy in which off-shell fields are totally unconstrained.

Our approach gives classical1 bulk-plus-boundary actions that are susy (under a half of

bulk susy) without using any BC on fields. We call our approach “susy without BC” to

contrast it with the “susy with BC” approach used so far.2 For rigid susy, the validity of this

approach has already been established by one of us in [13]. The key ingredient used there,

which made the construction particularly simple, was the co-dimension one decomposition

of (rigid) superfields [14]. In this article, we will give a first complete realization of this

approach in the case of local susy (sugra). We restrict our discussion to a 3D space-time

and show how the complete tensor calculus for 3D N = 1 local susy can be extended to

take boundaries into account. Co-dimension one decomposition of the bulk susy multiplets

will play an essential role in our construction. An extension of our construction to higher

dimensions and its superspace realization will be discussed elsewhere [12].

Understanding supergravity on a manifold with boundary is an interesting mathemat-

ical problem. It is also important for various physical models that have appeared in the

past decade. Notably, the 11D Horava-Witten (HW) construction [15] and the 5D Randall-

Sundrum (RS) scenario [16] (whose minimal supersymmetrization was achieved in [17]).3 In

1At the quantum level, local susy is replaced by BRST symmetry, but the same approach can be followed

[10, 11].
2We will impose BC on symmetry parameters, but not on fields. Of course, BC on fields follow upon

applying the variational principle to our actions, but these BC are not needed in the proof of susy of the

actions. Whether these BC form susy orbits [10, 11] is a separate issue that we will discuss elsewhere [12].
3The HW and (susy) RS models are usually discussed in the “upstairs picture” (on the S1/Z2 orbifold).

The alternative “downstairs picture” (on a manifold with boundary) approach to these models was considered,

for example, in [18] and [19], respectively. Here we adhere to the “downstairs picture” description.
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these models, one starts from a (standard) bulk supergravity action and tries to construct a

boundary action (involving, in general, additional boundary-localized fields) that makes the

whole system supersymmetric (under a half of bulk susy, with the other half being sponta-

neously broken by the presence of the boundary). As of now, most approaches to constructing

such susy bulk-plus-boundary actions have relied on certain approximations. For example,

1. the 11D HW action is susy only to a certain order in the expansion parameter κ2/3

[15, 18];

2. the 5D orbifold supergravity tensor calculus of [20, 21] relies on using standard orbifold

“odd=0” BC which, in general, are incompatible with the BC one derives from the

variational principle [22];

3. the 5D constructions of [23], which incorporate BC following from the variational prin-

ciple, are worked out only to lowest fermi order.

We hope that our approach, which works without any approximations or assumptions, will

help to bring these constructions to completion.

We base our construction on the existing tensor calculus for 3D N = 1 and 2D N = (1, 0)

supergravity. This tensor calculus was worked out by Uematsu [24, 25], following the 4D

N = 1 results of [2]. In these derivations, conformal sugra plays a fundamental role, but we

consider only Poincaré sugra in this article.

Our construction will consist of the following steps.

First, we analyze the algebra of supergravity gauge transformations. We recall why, in

the presence of a boundary, one can (typically) preserve only half of bulk susy, and prove that

the restriction to this half of susy reduces the whole 3D N = 1 gauge algebra to the standard

2D N = (1, 0) gauge algebra, without imposing any BC on fields. We note that the analysis

becomes particularly simple in a special Lorentz gauge (which is opposite to the standard

Kaluza-Klein choice) and we adopt that gauge from then on. As a consequence, the preserved

half of susy transformations gets modified by a compensating Lorentz transformation.

Second, we perform a co-dimension one decomposition of the 3D supergravity tensor

calculus. This gives, in particular, the induced supergravity multiplet that is necessary for

constructing separately susy boundary actions. The decomposition does not rely on using

any BC (like “odd=0” BC used in [20, 21]) and is applicable to any hypersurface parallel to

the boundary.

Third, we show that on a manifold with boundary, the standard 3D F -density formula

must be extended by the addition of a boundary A-term. The extended F -density formula

automatically gives bulk-plus-boundary actions that are susy (under the half of bulk susy)

without using any BC on fields. We also write the extended F -density in terms of the co-

dimension one submultiplets.

To illustrate the construction, we finally apply the extended F -density formula to the 3D

N = 1 scalar curvature multiplet. This will show that the minimal susy bulk-plus-boundary
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action, with the standard 3D N = 1 supergravity in the bulk, does not include the York-

Gibbons-Hawking term [26]. The latter comes as a part of a separately susy boundary action

that one needs to add in order to relax field equations which would otherwise be too strong.

2. Co-dimension one gauge algebra

In this section, we will show how the 3D N = 1 supergravity gauge algebra4 reduces naturally

to the 2D N = (1, 0) supergravity gauge algebra on the boundary, as well as on co-dimension

one slices parallel to the boundary.

2.1 3D N = 1 gauge algebra

The gauge transformations of the 3D N = 1 (off-shell) Poincaré supergravity are the Einstein

(general coordinate) transformation δE(ξ
M ), the local Lorentz transformation δL(λ

AB) and

the susy transformation δQ(ǫ). The complete gauge algebra reads5

[δE(ξ
M
1 ) + δL(λ

AB
1 ) + δQ(ǫ1), δE(ξ

M
2 ) + δL(λ

AB
2 ) + δQ(ǫ2)]

= δE(ξ
M
comp) + δL(λ

AB
comp) + δQ(ǫcomp) (2.1)

where the composite parameters are

ξMcomp = 2(ǫ2γ
M ǫ1) +

[
ξN2 ∂Nξ

M
1 − (1 ↔ 2)

]

λAB
comp = 2(ǫ2γ

Nǫ1)ω̂N
AB + (ǫ2γ

ABǫ1)S +
[
ξN2 ∂Nλ

AB
1 + λA2 Cλ

CB
1 − (1 ↔ 2)

]

ǫcomp = −(ǫ2γ
M ǫ1)ψM +

[
ξN2 ∂N ǫ1 +

1

4
λAB
2 γABǫ1 − (1 ↔ 2)

]
(2.2)

with γM = γAeA
M . The composite parameters depend explicitly on the fields of the 3D

supergravity multiplet (eM
A, ψM , S), with eA

M being the inverse of eM
A and ω̂MAB being

the supercovariant spin connection (see (3.4)). The algebra is realized on the supergravity

multiplet itself, as well as on other 3D multiplets such as the 3D scalar multiplet Φ3(A) =

(A,χ, F ).

2.2 Einstein boundary condition

We are interested in constructing supersymmetric bulk-plus-boundary actions of the form

S =

∫

M

d3xL3 +

∫

∂M
d2xL2 (2.3)

4The gauge algebra of 4D N = 1 sugra was first discussed in [27], and its closure if auxiliary fields are

included was discussed in [2, 3].
5Our conventions are: M , N are curved 3D indices, A, B are flat 3D indices, with decompositionM = (m, 3)

and A = (a, 3̂). The 3D gamma matrices satisfy γAγB = γAB + ηAB with ηAB = (− + +) and γAγBγC =

γABC + ηABγC + ηBCγA − ηACγB with γABC = εABC . Our spinors are Majorana; ψ = ψTC, CT = −C,

CγAC−1 = −(γA)T. Einstein transformations yield δξeM
A = ξN∂NeM

A + eN
A∂Mξ

N , etc.; Lorentz and susy

transformations are given in (3.6), (3.1) and (3.32).
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For notational simplicity,6 we choose the coordinates xM in such a way that the boundary ∂M

is at x3 = 0 and that x3 > 0 in the bulk M. The boundary has coordinates xm = (x0, x1).

Under Einstein transformations, L3 is assumed to be a density, δξL3 = ∂M (ξML3), so that

δξS =

∫

∂M
d2x

(
− ξ3L3 + δξL2

)
(2.4)

The standard way to achieve δξS = 0 is to impose a BC on the Einstein parameter,

ξ3
∂M
= 0 (2.5)

and take L2 to be a density under the induced Einstein transformations, δξL2 = ∂m(ξmL2).

(We assume that the total ∂m derivative integrates to zero on the boundary.) In principle,

one could investigate other ways to achieve δξS = 0 without imposing the BC (2.5). In this

article, however, we will assume that this BC on the parameter ξM has to be imposed.

2.3 The unbroken half of bulk susy

Consistency of the gauge algebra (2.1) with the BC (2.5) requires [11]

ξ3comp

∂M
= 0 ⇔ (ǫ2γ

Aǫ1)eA
3 ∂M

= 0 (2.6)

It is convenient to choose a special Lorentz gauge,7

ea
3 = 0 ⇒ em

3̂ = 0 (2.7)

both on ∂M and in M. (We shall later comment on the case when one does not impose this

gauge.) As e
3̂
3 is non-zero, the BC (2.6) now reduces to a field-independent requirement

ǫ2γ
3̂ǫ1

∂M
= 0 (2.8)

Introducing projectors P± = 1
2
(1± γ3̂) and defining ǫ± = P±ǫ, we solve this BC by imposing

(without loss of generality) the following BC on the susy parameter ǫ,

ǫ−
∂M
= 0 ⇔ ǫ

∂M
= ǫ+ (2.9)

The half of susy that is not broken by the boundary satisfies

ǫ+ = P+ǫ+, ǫ+ = ǫ+P−, γ3̂ǫ+ = ǫ+, ǫ+ = −ǫ+γ
3̂ (2.10)

6Our choice of coordinates xM does not impose an Einstein gauge as it does not restrict ξM (x). It also

does not imply that our boundary has to be flat, because it places no restrictions on (intrinsic or extrinsic)

curvature.
7Note that the gauge ea

3 = em
3̂ = 0 is opposite to the standard Kaluza-Klein choice [28], e3̂

m = e3
a = 0.

It is the analog of the “time gauge” introduced by Schwinger [29] for the Hamiltonian analysis of gravity.

(For the Hamiltonian analysis of the Dirac action in a curved space it was used by Kibble [30], and for the

Hamiltonian formulation of 4D N = 1 supergravity it was used in [31]). In more mathematical terms, this

gauge corresponds to the choice of a surface-compatible frame [32]. Its usefulness in the setting of supergravity

on a manifold with boundary was emphasized in [19].
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The other half, parametrized by ǫ−, is broken by the boundary. It could, in principle, be

restored by introducing appropriate Goldstone fields on the boundary, which would show

that the breaking is spontaneous. However, in this article, we will only be interested in

preserving the ǫ+ susy.

2.4 Modified ǫ+ susy

The gauge condition (2.7) is invariant under arbitrary ξm and λab transformations, but not

under λa3̂ and ǫ+ ones. Only a particular combination of λa3̂ and ǫ+ transformations survives

in this gauge. We, therefore, introduce a modified ǫ+ susy transformation,

δ′Q(ǫ+) = δQ(ǫ+) + δL(λ
′

a3̂
= −ǫ+ψa−) (2.11)

which satisfies δ′Q(ǫ+)em
3̂ = 0. (We will use the notation δ′ǫ ≡ δ′Q(ǫ+).) It is this ǫ+ susy

transformation that we will use in the following constructions.

2.5 The reduced gauge algebra

We claim that the surviving gauge transformations, δE(ξ
m), δL(λ

ab), and δ′Q(ǫ+), form a

subalgebra of the 3D N = 1 supergravity gauge algebra that is isomorphic to the (standard)

2D N = (1, 0) supergravity gauge algebra. The non-trivial part of the proof concerns the

commutator of two (modified) ǫ+ susy transformations. We find

[δ′Q(ǫ1+), δ
′
Q(ǫ2+)] = δE(ξ

M ) + δL(λ
AB) + δQ(ǫ) + δL(λ̃a3̂) (2.12)

where 8

ξm = 2(ǫ2+γ
aǫ1+)ea

m, ξ3 = 0, ǫ = −
1

2
ξnψn +

1

2
ξnψn−

λab = ξn
[
ω̂nab −

1

2
ψa−γnψb−

]
, λa3̂ = ξn

[
ω̂na3̂ +

1

2
Sena

]
(2.13)

The extra composite Lorentz transformation with

λ̃a3̂ = −ǫ2+δ
′
Q(ǫ1+)ψa− − (1 ↔ 2) (2.14)

arises because the compensating Lorentz transformation in (2.11) is field-dependent. We

see immediately that the (composite) ǫ− vanishes identically (without imposing ψm− = 0),

thanks to the contribution from the compensating Lorentz transformation. Using the results

of the next section, one finds that [12]

λa3̂ + λ̃a3̂ =
1

2
ξnψn+ψa−, ω̂nab −

1

2
ψa−γnψb− = ω̂+

nab (2.15)

8The extra terms in λab and ǫ arise from the terms (λ′

2)a
3̂(λ′

1)3̂b and 1
2
λ′

2
a3̂γa3̂ǫ1+ in (2.2) upon using the

Fierz identities (ǫ+ψ−)(φ−
η+) = − 1

2
(ǫ+γ

cη+)(φ−
γcψ−) and (ǫ+ψ−)φ− = −(ǫ+φ−)ψ−.
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where ω̂+
nab is the standard supercovariant connection constructed out of em

a and ψm+. This

brings (2.12) to the form

[δ′Q(ǫ1+), δ
′
Q(ǫ2+)] = δE(ξ

m) + δL(λab = ξnω̂+
nab) + δ′Q(ǫ+ = −

1

2
ξnψn+) (2.16)

which is the standard form of the 2D N = (1, 0) (local) susy algebra. We emphasize that we

have identified this subalgebra without imposing any boundary conditions on supergravity

fields. Accordingly, this identification works for any hypersurface x3 = const parallel to the

boundary ∂M.

3. Co-dimension one submultiplets

Having proved that the 3D N = 1 supergravity gauge algebra reduces to the 2D N = (1, 0)

supergravity gauge algebra on the hypersurfaces parallel to the boundary, we are guaranteed

that the 3D multiplets can be decomposed into a set of 2D submultiplets. In this section, we

will describe these submultiplets for the 3D supergravity and the 3D scalar multiplets.

3.1 3D supergravity multiplet

The 3D supergravity multiplet, (eM
A, ψM , S), enjoys the following susy transformations,

δǫeM
A = ǫγAψM , δǫψM = 2D̂M ǫ, δǫS =

1

2
ǫγMN ψ̂MN (3.1)

where ψ̂MN = D̂MψN − D̂NψM is the supercovariant gravitino field strength and

D̂M ǫ = DM (ω̂)ǫ+
1

4
γM ǫS, D̂MψN = DM (ω̂)ψN −

1

4
γNψMS (3.2)

The covariant derivatives DM are only Lorentz covariant, so that

DM (ω̂)ψN = ∂MψN +
1

4
ω̂MABγ

ABψN (3.3)

and the supercovariant spin connection is given by

ω̂MAB = ω(e)MAB + κMAB, κMAB =
1

4
(ψMγAψB − ψMγBψA + ψAγMψB)

ω(e)MAB =
1

2
(CMAB − CMBA − CABM ), CMN

A = ∂MeN
A
− ∂NeM

A (3.4)

where we use the standard conversion of indices, ψA = eA
MψM , etc. The supercovariant spin

connection has the following susy transformation,

δǫω̂MAB =
1

2
ǫ(γBψ̂MA − γAψ̂MB − γM ψ̂AB)−

1

2
(ǫγABψM )S (3.5)

Under a 3D Lorentz transformation, we have

δλeM
A = λABeMB , δλψM =

1

4
λABγABψM , δλS = 0, δλω̂MAB = −D(ω̂)MλAB (3.6)

These Lorentz transformations will play a role as the (modified) ǫ+ susy transformation (2.11)

involves a compensating Lorentz transformation.
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3.2 Co-dimension one split

To identify co-dimension one submultiplets of the supergravity multiplet, we first split the

indices, M = (m, 3), A = (a, 3̂), and the spinors, ǫ = ǫ+ + ǫ−. The resulting component

fields (and parameters) can be formally assigned parities (in a way consistent with the susy

transformations) as follows,

even: em
a e3

3̂ ωmab ω
3a3̂ ψm+ ψ3− ǫ+ ∂m

odd: e3
a em

3̂ = 0 ω3ab ωma3̂ S ψm− ψ3+ ǫ− = 0 ∂3
(3.7)

(The vanishing of em
3̂ and ǫ− correspond to our Lorentz gauge choice (2.7) and the restriction

(2.9) on susy, respectively.) Co-dimension one multiplets will have definite parities as well.

In general, the induced metric on the x3 = const slices is gmn = em
aena + em

3̂en3̂. With

our choice of the Lorentz gauge, however, we have gmn = em
aena, so that em

a is the induced

vielbein. One can also easily check that ω(e)mab coincides with the torsion-free spin connection

constructed out of em
a, whereas ω(e)ma3̂en

a coincides, up to a convention-dependent sign,

with the extrinsic curvature tensor [19]. We fix the sign by defining9

Kmn = ω(e)ma3̂en
a (3.8)

In our gauge, em
3̂ = ea

3 = 0, we have em
aea

n = δm
n, ea

mem
b = δa

b and e3
3̂e

3̂
3 = 1, as well as

γm = em
aγa, γ3 = e3

aγa + e3
3̂γ

3̂
, γm = γaea

m + γ3̂e
3̂
m, γ3 = γ3̂e

3̂
3

ψa = ea
mψm, ψ

3̂
= e

3̂
mψm + e

3̂
3ψ3 (3.9)

We will also use Kma = ω(e)ma3̂ and Kba = eb
mKma. Noting that ω̂ma3̂ is not supercovariant

under the (modified) ǫ+ susy, we define the supercovariant extrinsic curvature tensor as

K̂ma = ω̂ma3̂ −
1

2
ψm+ψa− (3.10)

Using ψmψa = ψm+ψa− + ψm−ψa+ and ψmγ3̂ψa = −ψm+ψa− + ψm−ψa+, we find that

K̂ma = Kma +
1

4
(ψmγaψ3̂

− ψmψa + ψaγmψ3̂
) (3.11)

As the bosonic extrinsic curvature tensor is symmetric, Kab = Kba, the supercovariant ex-

trinsic curvature tensor is symmetric as well, K̂ab = K̂ba.

9The extrinsic curvature is usually defined by KMN = ±PM
KPN

L∇KnL where PM
K = δM

K − nMn
K

and ∇KnL = ∂KnL − ΓKL
SnS . In our gauge and with our choice of coordinates, nM = (0, 0,−e3

3̂) and

Kmn = ∓Γmn
3n3 = ±Γmn

3e3
3̂. The vielbein postulate yields Γmn

3e3
3̂ = −ωma

3̂en
a. (See appendices in [11]

and [19] for more details and references.) Our sign choice is then KMN = −PM
KPN

L∇KnL.
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3.3 Induced supergravity multiplet

Under the (modified) ǫ+ susy (2.11), the induced vielbein transforms as follows,

δ′ǫem
a = ǫ+γ

aψm+ (3.12)

(The compensating Lorentz transformation does not contribute here as λ′a3̂em3̂
vanishes in

our gauge.) The variation of ψm+ gives

δ′ǫψm+ = 2(∂m +
1

4
ω̂mabγ

ab)ǫ+ +
1

2
λ′
a3̂
γa3̂ψm− (3.13)

where λ′
a3̂

= −ǫ+ψa−. Performing the following decomposition,

ω̂mab = ω̂+
mab + κ−mab, κ−mab =

1

4
(ψm−γaψb− − ψm−γbψa− + ψa−γmψb−)

ω̂+
mab = ω(e)mab + κ+mab, κ+mab =

1

4
(ψm+γaψb+ − ψm+γbψa+ + ψa+γmψb+) (3.14)

we observe that ω̂+
mab is the (standard) supercovariant spin connection for the 2D (induced)

vielbein em
a. Defining the 2D (Lorentz) covariant derivative as

D′
m(ω̂+)ǫ = ∂mǫ+

1

4
ω̂+
mabγ

abǫ (3.15)

we arrive at

δ′ǫψm+ = 2D′
m(ω̂+)ǫ+ +

1

2
κ−mabγ

abǫ+ +
1

2
λ′
a3̂
γa3̂ψm− (3.16)

We claim that the last two terms cancel each other. To prove this, we first observe that the

antisymmetrization in any three 2D vector indices gives zero, [abc] = 0, which yields

κ−mab =
1

2
ψa−γmψb− (3.17)

Second, the identity γab = ǫab3̂γ
3̂
accounts for a useful trick,

γabǫ+(ψa−γmψb−) = −ǫ+(ψa−γmγ
abψb−) (3.18)

Finally, gamma-matrix algebra reduces the last term to 2ǫ+(ψa−γ
aψm−) and the Fierz trans-

formation gives

γabǫ+(ψa−γmψb−) = −2γaψm−(ǫ+ψa−) (3.19)

which proves our statement and gives us the final result,

δ′ǫem
a = ǫ+γ

aψm+, δ′ǫψm+ = 2D′
m(ω̂+)ǫ+ (3.20)

This shows that (em
a, ψm+) is the (standard) 2D N = (1, 0) supergravity multiplet.
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3.4 Radion multiplet

In order to identify further submultiplets, we recall the basics of the 2dN = (1, 0) supergravity

tensor calculus [25]. Besides the supergravity multiplet we have just identified, there are

two other basic multiplets, the scalar multiplet Φ2(A) = (A, ζ−) and the spinor multiplet

Ψ2(ζ+) = (ζ+, F ). They transform by definition as follows,

δ′ǫA = ǫ+ζ−, δ′ǫζ− = γaǫ+D̂
′
aA

δ′ǫζ+ = Fǫ+, δ′ǫF = ǫ+γ
aD̂′

aζ+ (3.21)

where D̂′
aA = ∂aA−

1
2
ψa+χ− and D̂′

aζ+ = D′
a(ω̂

+)ζ+−
1
2
Fψa+ are supercovariant derivatives.

With these definitions, we now claim that

Φ2(e3
3̂) = (e3

3̂, −e3
3̂ψ

3̂−
) (3.22)

is a good 2D N = (1, 0) scalar multiplet which we will call the radion multiplet.10 First of all,

we observe that e3
3̂ is indeed a scalar under the ξm and λab transformations. The non-trivial

part in this statement is that in

δξe3
3̂ = ξn∂ne3

3̂ + en
3̂∂3ξ

n (3.23)

the last term vanishes in our gauge. Next, we apply the (modified) ǫ+ susy to e3
3̂ and find

δ′ǫe3
3̂ = ǫ+γ

3̂ψ3 + λ′3̂ae3a = ǫ+(−ψ3− + e3
aψa−) = ǫ+(−e3

3̂ψ
3̂−

) (3.24)

which identifies the superpartner of e3
3̂ as ζ− = −e3

3̂ψ
3̂−

. To check that the variation of ζ−
has the correct form is a bit more involved. The details will be presented in [12]. The key

intermediate statement is

δ′ǫψ3̂−
= P−

[
e
3̂
MδψM + ψMδe3̂

M
]
= γaǫ+

[
ω̂
3̂a3̂ −

1

2
ψ
3̂+
ψa−

]
(3.25)

Next, in our gauge, it is easy to prove that

ω̂
3̂a3̂ = −e

3̂
3∂ae33̂ +

1

2
(ψ

3̂+
ψa− − ψ

3̂−
ψa+) (3.26)

Finally, the contribution ψ
3̂−
δe3

3̂ vanishes thanks to the identity (ǫ+ψ−)ψ− = 0. Collecting

the pieces, we find that δζ− has the required form, which proves that (3.22) is a good 2D

N = (1, 0) scalar multiplet.

10The term “radion” refers to a field parametrizing the radius of the extra dimension [33]. In our case,

proper distances in the x3 direction must be measured with g33 = e3
3̂e33̂ + e3

ae3a, which is not given by e3
3̂

alone. Nonetheless, we will call Φ(e3
3̂) the radion multiplet.
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3.5 Extrinsic curvature multiplet

So far, we have found two even submultiplets, the induced supergravity and the radion

multiplets. Now we will present an important odd submultiplet, the extrinsic curvature

(scalar) multiplet. The starting point is the (modified) ǫ+ susy transformation of ψm−,

δ′ǫψm− = ω̂ma3̂γ
a3̂ǫ+ +

1

2
γmǫ+S +

1

2
λ′
a3̂
γa3̂ψm+ (3.27)

Observing that δ′ǫea
m = −(ǫ+γ

bψa+)eb
m, we find, after some Fierzing,

δ′ǫψa− = γbǫ+

[
K̂ab +

1

2
ηabS

]
(3.28)

where K̂ab is the (symmetric) supercovariant extrinsic curvature tensor defined in (3.10).

Contracting this expression with γa, we find

δ′ǫ(γ
aψa−) = (K̂ + S)ǫ+ (3.29)

where K̂ = ηabK̂ab is the (supercovariant) extrinsic curvature scalar. Noting that γaψa−

behaves as ζ+, we claim that

Ψ2(γ
aψa−) = (γaψa−, K̂ + S) (3.30)

is a good 2D N = (1, 0) spinor multiplet. The proof consists in demonstrating that

δ′ǫ(K̂ + S) = ǫ+γ
aD′

a(ω̂
+)[γbψb−]−

1

2
(K̂ + S)(ǫ+γ

aψa+) (3.31)

The details of the proof will be presented in [12], where we will also discuss an extrinsic

curvature tensor multiplet as well as a submultiplet that starts with e3
a.

3.6 Submultiplets of the 3D scalar multiplet

In 3D N = 1 supergravity, there is only one type of matter multiplet, the scalar multiplet

Φ3(A) = (A,χ, F ). (Other multiplets can be constructed by adding extra Lorentz indices.)

The susy transformations of this multiplet are

δǫA = ǫχ, δǫχ = γM ǫD̂MA+ Fǫ, δǫF = ǫγMD̂Mχ−
1

4
Sǫχ (3.32)

where D̂MA = ∂MA−
1
2
ψMχ and D̂Mχ = DM (ω̂)χ− 1

2
γNψMD̂NA−

1
2
FψM are supercovariant

derivatives. Under the (modified) ǫ+ susy, this 3D multiplet splits into the following two 2D

N = (1, 0) submultiplets,11

Φ2(A) = (A, χ−), Ψ2(χ+) = (χ+, F + D̂
3̂
A−

1

2
ψa−γ

aχ−) (3.33)

11We note that our co-dimension one multiplets contain terms of the type “odd · odd” that are set to zero

in the approach of [20, 21]. For example, let us take F to be even, so that χ+ is even and χ− is odd. The

multiplet Ψ2(χ+) is then even and contains an explicit product of odd fields, ψa−γ
aχ−. Such a product is also

present in the radion multiplet (3.22) via the term e3
aψa− inside ζ− = −e3

3̂ψ3̂−. For dimensions higher than

3D, such products also appear in the induced supergravity multiplet [12].
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The proof consists in showing that

δ′ǫA = ǫ+χ−, δ′ǫχ− = γaǫ+D̂
′
aA

δ′ǫχ+ = F2ǫ+, F2 ≡ F + D̂
3̂
A−

1

2
ψa−γ

aχ−

δ′ǫF2 = ǫ+γ
aD′(ω̂+)aχ+ −

1

2
(ǫ+γ

aψa+)F2 (3.34)

where D̂′
aA = ea

m(∂mA−
1
2
ψm+χ−) and D̂3̂

A = e
3̂
M (∂MA−

1
2
ψMχ). The proof is straight-

forward, except for the δ′ǫF2 part that we will discuss in [12].

3.7 Separately susy boundary actions

In the 2D N = (1, 0) supergravity tensor calculus [25], susy actions are constructed from

spinor multiplets Ψ2(ζ+) = (ζ+, F ) with the help of the following F -density formula,

LF

[
Ψ2(ζ+)

]
= e2

[
F +

1

2
ψa+γ

aζ+

]
(3.35)

where e2 = det em
a. In our case, this formula can be directly applied to constructing (sepa-

rately) susy invariant boundary actions. Indeed, under the (modified) ǫ+ susy, we have

δ′ǫLF

[
Ψ2(ζ+)

]
= ∂m

[
e2(ǫ+γ

aζ+)ea
m
]

(3.36)

and the total ∂m derivative integrates to zero on the boundary. Therefore,

∫

∂M
d2xe2

[
F +

1

2
ψa+γ

aζ+

]
(3.37)

is a (separately) susy boundary action for a general spinor multiplet Ψ2(ζ+) = (ζ+, F ). For

example, we can apply this formula to the extrinsic curvature multiplet (3.30) to obtain

∫

∂M
d2xe2

[
K̂ + S +

1

2
ψa+γ

aγbψb−

]
(3.38)

which is (separately) supersymmetric under the (modified) ǫ+ susy (2.11).

4. Susy bulk-plus-boundary actions

In this section, we will find an extension of the 3D F -density formula that makes it very easy

to construct susy bulk-plus-boundary actions. We will then show how this formula can be

written in terms of co-dimension one submultiplets. Finally, we will use it to supersymmetrize

the York-Gibbons-Hawking construction.
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4.1 The “F +A” formula

In the 3D N = 1 supergravity tensor calculus [24], susy actions are constructed from scalar

multiplets Φ3(A) = (A,χ, F ) using the following F -density formula,

LF

[
Φ3(A)

]
= e3

[
F +

1

2
ψMγ

Mχ+
1

4
AψMγ

MNψN +AS
]

(4.1)

where e3 = det eM
A. Under 3D susy, this density transforms into a total 3D derivative,

δǫLF

[
Φ3(A)

]
= ∂M

[
e3

(
ǫγMχ+AǫγMNψN

)]
(4.2)

In the presence of a boundary, the bulk F -density does not give rise to a separately susy bulk

action because the total derivative yields a boundary term,
∫

M

d3xδǫLF

[
Φ3(A)

]
= −

∫

∂M
d2xe2

(
ǫγ3̂χ+Aǫγ3̂aψa

)
(4.3)

We used that, in our gauge, ea
3 = 0 and e3e3̂

3 = e2. Noting that LF

[
Φ3(A)

]
is a Lorentz

scalar, the (modified) ǫ+ susy transformation (2.11) gives

∫

M

d3xδ′ǫLF

[
Φ3(A)

]
=

∫

∂M
d2xe2

(
ǫ+χ− +Aǫ+γ

aψa+

)
(4.4)

Noting that δ′ǫA = ǫ+χ− and δ′ǫe2 = e2(ǫ+γ
aψa+), we can construct a boundary action whose

variation cancels (4.4). The following bulk-plus-boundary action,

SF+A =

∫

M

d3xLF

[
Φ3(A)

]
−

∫

∂M
d2xe2A (4.5)

is invariant under the (modified) ǫ+ susy. We call this the “F +A” formula.12

4.2 Extended F -density

As we will demonstrate explicitly in [12], the boundary A-term can also be written as a bulk

contribution thanks to the following relation,

−

∫

∂M
d2xe2A =

∫

M

d3xe3(∂3̂A+KA) (4.6)

This allows us to define an extended F -density

L
′
F [Φ3(A)] = LF [Φ3(A)] + e3(∂3̂A+KA) (4.7)

12 The “F+A” formula (4.5) has a natural extension to the case when the Lorentz gauge (2.7) is not imposed

[12]. We only have to replace e2 = det(em
a) with the determinant of the induced vielbein e′2 = det(e′m

a) which

satisfies e′m
ae′na = em

aena + em
3̂en3̂. The resulting bulk-plus-boundary action is susy under the half of bulk

susy defined by γ3ǫ+ =
p
g33ǫ+. Note that this makes the susy parameter ǫ+ field-dependent which makes

the analysis of the gauge algebra more subtle [12].
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whose integral over the bulk M reproduces the bulk-plus-boundary “F + A” formula (4.5).

Under the (modified) ǫ+ susy, this extended 3D F -density behaves like the ordinary 2D F -

density (that is, it varies into a total ∂m derivative). Therefore, we expect that it should be

possible to rewrite it as a 2D F -density of some 2D N = (1, 0) spinor multiplet,13

L
′
F [Φ3(A)] = LF [Ψ2(ζ+)] (4.8)

This is indeed possible, and we find [12]

Ψ2(ζ+) = Φ2(e3
3̂)×

[
Ψ2(χ+) + Ψ2(γ

aψa−)× Φ2(A)
]

(4.9)

where Φ2(A) and Ψ2(χ+) are the submultiplets (3.33) of the 3D scalar multiplet Φ3(A),

whereas Φ2(e3
3̂) and Ψ2(γ

aψa−) are the radion and the extrinsic curvature multiplets, re-

spectively. To derive this result, one needs the multiplication formula

(A, ζ−)× (ζ+, F ) = (Aζ+, AF − ζ−ζ+) (4.10)

which is part of the 2D N = (1, 0) tensor calculus [25].

4.3 Super-York-Gibbons-Hawking construction

The “F+A” formula (4.5) can be applied, in particular, to the 3D scalar curvature multiplet,14

Φ3(S) =
(
S,

1

2
γMNψMN −

1

2
γMψMS,

1

2
R(ω̂)−

1

2
ψ
M
γNψMN +

1

4
Sψ

M
ψM −

3

4
S2

)

(4.11)

We immediately obtain the following bulk-plus-boundary action,

SSG =

∫

M

d3xe3

[1
2
R(ω̂) +

1

2
ψMγ

MNKD(ω̂)NψK +
1

4
S2

]
−

∫

∂M
d2xe2S (4.12)

which is, by construction, invariant under the (modified) ǫ+ susy (without using any boundary

conditions). However, when one tries to apply the variational principle to this action, one

runs into a problem because the bulk auxiliary field S appears linearly on the boundary. (Its

field equation would require e2 to vanish, which is too strong.) This can be cured by adding a

13In the superfield language, this corresponds to giving a prescription for writing 3D locally susy actions in

terms of 2D superfields. For rigid susy, similar constructions are known in various dimensions [14]. For the

linearized 5D supergravity, the description in terms of 4D superfields was given in [34]. For the full non-linear

5D supergravity, such a construction would require [35, 22] going beyond the orbifold supergravity tensor

calculus of [20, 21] where odd supergravity submultiplets (like our extrinsic curvature multiplet (3.30)) and

“odd·odd” terms in even multiplets are discarded.
14In our conventions, R(bω) = eB

MeA
NR(bω)MN

AB with R(bω)MN
AB = ∂M bωN

AB+bωM
AC bωNC

B−(M ↔ N),

and ψMN = DM (bω)ψN −DN (bω)ψM .
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separately susy boundary action that removes the term linear in S. We add the action given

in (3.38). The resulting improved bulk-plus-boundary supergravity action reads15

S
impr

SG =

∫

M

d3xe3

[1
2
R(ω̂) +

1

2
ψMγ

MNKD(ω̂)NψK +
1

4
S2

]

+

∫

∂M
d2xe2

(
K̂ +

1

2
ψa+γ

aγbψb−

)
(4.13)

where K̂ = emaK̂ma with K̂ma = ω̂ma3̂ −
1
2
ψm+ψa− which is the (symmetric) supercovariant

extrinsic curvature tensor. The boundary term, which is obviously a susy generalization of

the York-Gibbons-Hawking term [26], can also be written as follows
∫

∂M
d2xe2

(
K̃ +

1

2
ψa+γ

abψb−

)
(4.14)

where K̃ = emaK̃ma with K̃ma = ω̂ma3̂ which is neither symmetric nor supercovariant under

the (modified) ǫ+ susy. The Euler-Lagrange variation of the improved supergravity action

gives rise to the following boundary term,
∫

∂M
d2xe2

[
δema(K̃ma − emaK̃) + δψm+γ

abψb−ea
m
]

(4.15)

Therefore, removing the term linear in S in the boundary action of (4.12) by adding a sepa-

rately susy boundary action (3.38) has improved the variational principle it two ways. First,

the unacceptable boundary condition e2 = 0 is avoided. Second, the boundary part of the

Euler-Lagrange variation (known also as “the boundary field equation”) is now in the “pδq”

form (by analogy with the Hamiltonian formulation). This allows one to derive “natural”

boundary conditions (for on-shell fields) by requiring that the boundary variation vanishes

for arbitrary δq [36]. In our case, the role of “q” is played by the induced supergravity

multiplet (em
a, ψm+) of (3.20).

It is very important for extending our construction to higher dimensions (where the full

set of auxiliary fields is not always known or does not exist) that it is possible to eliminate the

auxiliary field S by its equation of motion S = 0 while preserving susy of the action without

the use of any boundary conditions. This indicates, for example, that even though there is no

(off-shell) tensor calculus for 11D supergravity, the construction of Moss [18] can, perhaps,

be improved so that susy of the 11D Horava-Witten action on the manifold with boundary

does not require any boundary conditions on fields.

15The boundary term of the improved supergravity action (4.13) has the same form as the one found by

Moss [18]. (Note that 2ψa+γ
aγbψb− = ψaγ

aγbψb.) However, there are essential differences. Moss uses an

“adaptive coordinate system eN̂I = δNI ,” which in our case would mean em
3̂ = 0 and e3

3̂ = 1. Moreover, his

expression for the supercovariant extrinsic curvature involves ψN (our ψ3) and, therefore, could be equivalent

to our (3.11), which involves ψ3̂, only if, in addition, e3
a = 0. Finally, in the approach of Moss, susy of

the bulk-plus-boundary action is claimed only using the ψm− = 0 boundary condition. Our tensor calculus

approach, on the other hand, leads to bulk-plus-boundary actions that are susy without using any boundary

conditions.
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It is also instructive to find an alternative form of our bulk-plus-boundary action (4.13)

by separating the fermionic bilinear parts in ω̂MAB and K̂. Setting S = 0, we obtain [12]

S̃SG =

∫

M

d3xe3

[1
2
R(ω) +

1

2
ψMγ

MNKD(ω)NψK +O(ψ4)
]

+

∫

∂M
d2xe2

(
K +

1

2
ψa+γ

abψb−

)
(4.16)

where K is the standard bosonic extrinsic curvature term. In this form, ignoring the 4-fermi

terms, the 3D bulk-plus-boundary action for supergravity was first found by Luckock and

Moss in [37].16 We have determined all 4-fermi terms in the bulk and boundary actions. We

found 4-fermi terms in the bulk action which agree with the literature of supergravity, but

no 4-fermi terms on the boundary. So, the 2-fermi terms of [37] give already the complete

boundary action. The new result of our construction is that the same boundary action is

sufficient for “susy without BC” of the total bulk-plus-boundary action.

5. Summary and Conclusions

In this article, we have studied the issue of constructing locally susy bulk-plus-boundary

actions in the simple setting of 3D N = 1 supergravity. We demonstrated that the tensor

calculus for 3D N = 1 supergravity can be naturally extended to take boundaries into account.

For a 3D scalar multiplet (A,χ, F ), our “F + A” formula (4.5) gives a bulk-plus-boundary

action

SF+A =

∫

M

d3xe3

[
F + . . .

]
−

∫

∂M
d2xe2A (5.1)

which is “susy without BC” (its susy variation vanishes without the need to impose any BC

on fields) under the half of bulk susy parametrized by ǫ+ (satisfying γ3̂ǫ+ = ǫ+ when the

Lorentz gauge (2.7) is imposed). Quite remarkably, this simple extension of the standard F -

density formula works in 4D N = 1 sugra as well (where the D-density can also be similarly

extended) [12].

The “F +A” (extended F -density) formula can be applied to a variety of models. As an

illustration, we applied it to the 3D N = 1 scalar curvature multiplet. The resulting bulk-

plus-boundary action (4.12) has the standard 3D N = 1 sugra in the bulk and just the term

e2S on the boundary. It is “susy without BC” by construction, but the field equation for the

bulk auxiliary field S gives not only S = 0 in the bulk but also e2 = 0 on the boundary, which

is unacceptable. To resolve this problem while maintaining the “susy without BC” property,

we looked for an additional separately susy boundary action containing the same term e2S.

The simplest such action is (3.38). Adding it to the minimal bulk-plus-boundary action given

by the “F +A” formula, we find that the S-term gets replaced by the York-Gibbons-Hawking

16In 5D, the analog of this action was found in [19] and its “susy without BC” was established up to the

4-fermi terms and terms involving the 5D graviphoton.
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extrinsic curvature term K together with the gravitino bilinear ψa+γ
abψb−. Neither the bulk

nor the boundary action is separately susy, but their sum is and it is “susy without BC.”

In order to construct separately susy boundary actions systematically, we have developed

a co-dimension one decomposition of bulk supermultiplets. We found that the 3D N = 1

sugra multiplet (eM
A, ψM , S) decomposes into several 2D N = (1, 0) multiplets: the induced

sugra multiplet (em
a, ψm+), the radion multiplet (e3

3̂,−ψ3− + e3
aψa−) and an “off-diagonal

multiplet” (e3a,−e3
3̂ψa− + γaψ3+) [12]. (The other off-diagonal component of the vielbein,

em
3̂, vanishes in our Lorentz gauge (2.7).) With the parity assignments given in (3.7), the first

two multiplets are “even” and the last one is “odd.” The 3D N = 1 scalar multiplet (A,χ, F )

allows a similar decomposition; see (3.33). Explicit verification that these submultiplets

transform as standard 2D N = (1, 0) supermultiplets is tedious [12], but our analysis of the

gauge algebra guarantees that the co-dimension one decomposition does work and does not

require any (boundary) conditions on fields.

In the superspace formulation, one can act on superfields with superspace covariant

derivatives to construct new superfields. In the tensor calculus, the new multiplets can be

constructed simply by choosing an appropriate lowest component. For example, starting

with γaψa−, we obtain our extrinsic curvature (scalar) multiplet (3.30). Starting with ψa−,

we similarly obtain an extrinsic curvature tensor multiplet [12]. The multiplets obtained in

this way can, together with any number of independent boundary matter multiplets, be used

to construct separately susy boundary actions using the standard 2D N = (1, 0) F -density

formula (3.35). In conjunction with our “F + A” formula, this gives the most general bulk-

plus-boundary actions that are “susy without BC.” However, requiring that the variational

principle yields field equations that are not too strong restricts the choice of boundary actions

that one can allow [12].

We should note that the Lorentz gauge (2.7) that we used in this work allows a tremendous

simplification of the algebra. At the same time, our results can be extended to the case when

no Lorentz gauge is imposed (see e.g. footnote 12) [12]. We also note that our tensor calculus

approach relies heavily on the off-shell supergravity formulation (with auxiliary fields). Such

a formulation is not always available in higher dimensions. Nonetheless, a concrete higher

dimensional model (such as the 11D Horava-Witten construction) has still a chance to be

“susy without BC” as we discussed in section 4.3.

Our program of “susy without BC” can and should be extended to (a) dimensions higher

than three, (b) the superspace formulation, (c) superconformal symmetries and superconfor-

mal actions, (d) BRST symmetry. Some progress in these directions has already been achieved

[12]. Ultimately, this would allow to have complete control over the models discussed in the

Introduction as well as other models where symmetries and boundaries collide.
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